
Arithmetizing proofs in analysisUlrich KohlenbachDepartment of MathematicsUniversity of Michigan at Ann ArborMI 48109, USA1 IntroductionIn this paper we continue our investigations started in [15] and [16] on the question:What is the impact on the growth of extractable uniform bounds the use of various analyticalprinciples � in a given proof of an 89{sentence might have?To be more speci�c, we are interested in analyzing proofs of sentences having the form(1) 8u1; k08v �� tuk9w0A0(u; k; v; w);where A0 is a quanti�er{free formula1 (containing only u; k; v; w as free variables) in the languageof a suitable subsystem T ! of arithmetic in all �nite types, t is a closed term and �� is de�nedpointwise (� being an arbitrary �nite type).From a proof of (1) carried out in T ! one can extract an e�ective uniform bound �uk on 9w, i.e.(2) 8u1; k08v �� tuk9w �0 �uk A0(u; k; v; w);where the complexity (and in particular the growth) of � is limited by the complexity of the systemT ! (see [13],[15]).By the predicate `uniform' we refer to the fact that the bound � does not depend on v �� tuk.In [13] we have discussed in detail, how sentences (1) arise naturally in analysis and why such uniformbounds are of numerical interest (e.g. in the context of approximation theory).Proofs in analysis can be formalized in a suitable base theory T ! plus certain (in general non{constructive) analytical principles � (usually not derivable in T !). In order to determine faithfullythe contribution of the use of � to the growth of extractable bounds � we introduced in [15] ahierarchy of weak subsystems GnA! of arithmetic in all �nite types whose de�nable type{1{objectscorrespond to the well{known Grzegorczyk hierarchy of functions.As the essential proof{theoretic tool, monotone functional interpretation (which was introduced in[13]) was used to extract bounds � (given by closed term of GnA!) from proofs(3) GnA! +�+ AC{qf ` (1);1Throughout this paper A0; B0; C0; : : : always denote quanti�er{free formulas.1



where AC�;�{qf : 8x�9y�A0(x; y)! 9Y ��8x�A0(x; Y x)is the schema of choice for quanti�er{free formulas and � is a set of `axioms' having the form(4) 8x�9y �� sx8z�G0(x; y; z);where G0 is a quanti�er{free formula containing only x; y; z free and s is a closed term.In particular for n = 2 (resp. n = 3) the extractability of a bound �uk which is a polynomial (resp.a �nitely iterated exponential function) in uMx := maxi�x u(i) and k is guaranteed (see [15] for details).In [14] we have shown that for suitable � already G2A! +�+ AC{qf covers a substantial part ofstandard analysis. In fact essentially only analytical axioms (4) having types �; � � 1; � = 0 aresu�cient.The proof of the veri�cation of the extracted bound � also relies on these non{constructive principles�, in fact even on their strengthened versions(5) ~� := �9Y �1(1) s8x; zG0(x; Y x; z)j8x19y �1 sx8z0G0(x; y; z) 2 �	relatively to the intuitionistic variant GnA!i of GnA!.However combining the methods from [15] with techniques from [12] one can replace the use of (5)by the use of the `"{weakenings' of (5) thereby achieving(6) GnA!i +�" ` 8u1; k08v �� tuk9w �0 �ukA0(u; k; v; w);where (7) �" := (8x1; z09y �1 sx ẑi=0G0(x; y; i)j8x19y �1 sx8z0G0(x; y; z) 2 �) :The "{weakening �" of � usually is constructively provable in suitable subsystems of intuition-istic arithmetic in all �nite types. This passage from ~� to �" { which may be viewed as an"-arithmetization of the original proof { however is not necessary for the extraction of � but onlyfor a constructive veri�cation of �.Whereas a number of important analytical principles can be expressed directly as axioms (4) { inparticular relatively to systems like cPA!jn or GnA! for n � 3 the binary K�onig's lemma WKL canbe expressed in this form (see [12] for details) { there are many theorems not having this form butwhich can be proved from WKL relatively to base systems like cPA!jn+ AC{qf which essentially is a�nite type extension of the second{order theory RCA0 known from reverse mathematics. Examplesof such theorems are the following principles:� Every pointwise continuous function f : [0; 1]d ! IR is uniformly continuous.� The attainment of the maximum value of f 2 C([0; 1]d; IR) on [0; 1]d.2� The sequential form of the Heine{Borel covering property for [0; 1]d.� Dini's theorem.2This statement can be expressed as an axiom (4). However this requires a very complicated representation of theelements f 2 C([0; 1]d; IR) which can be avoided using the principle of uniform boundedness discussed below.2



� The existence of a uniformly continuous inverse function for every strictly increasing continuousfunction f : [0; 1]! IR.The problem in treating these principles relative to weak base theories as G2A! is that their usualproofs (using WKL) are not formalizable within e.g. G2A!. In particular WKL can not even beexpressed in its usual formulation in this system, since this involves the coding functional fhix :=hf0; : : : ; f(x� 1)i which is available in GnA! only for n � 3. In order to treat the principles abovefaithfully we introduced in [15] the axiom (having the form (4))F� :� 8�2(0); y1(0)9y0 �1(0) y8k0; z1; n0� Vi<0n(zi �0 yki)! �k(z; n) �0 �k(y0k)�,where, for z�0, (z; n)(k0) :=� zk, if k <0 n and := 0�, otherwise.This axiom implies (already relatively to G2A!+AC1;0{qf) the following principle of uniform�01{boundedness�01{UB� :� 8><>: 8y1(0)�8k08x �1 yk9z0 A(x; y; k; z)! 9�18k0; x1; n0� Vi<0n(xi �0 yki)! 9z �0 �k A((x; n); y; k; z)��;where A � 9l0A0(l) is a purely existential formula (see [15] for a detailed discussion of this principle).In G2A! + �01{UB� and hence in G2A! + F�+AC1;0{qf one can give very short and perspicuousproofs of the analytical theorems listed above and since F� has the form of an axiom � we canextract a polynomial bound from such a proof (see [17] for details). The veri�cation of this so farstill depends on the non{standard axiom F� which does not hold classically, i.e. it does not holdin the full set{theoretic type structure S! (but only in the type structure of all so{called stronglymajorizable functionalsM!). Nevertheless, using the "-arithmetization technique mentioned above,one can replace the use of F� by its "{weakening and this "{weakening is provable e.g. in G3A!i(see [15]). In this case "-arithmetization still is not needed for the extraction of an uniform boundbut now it is needed even for a classical veri�cation.On the other hand there are central theorems in analysis whose proofs use arithmetical comprehen-sion, more precisely instances ofACar : 8x09y0A(x; y)! 9f18x0A(x; fx);where A 2 �01 (A may contain parameters of arbitrary type), and which are not covered by theresults mentioned above.Examples are the following theorems1) The principle of convergence for bounded monotone sequences of real numbers (or equivalently:every bounded monotone sequence of reals has a Cauchy modulus (PCM)).2) For every sequence of real numbers which is bounded from above there exists a least upperbound.3) The Bolzano{Weierstra� property for bounded sequences in IRd (for every �xed d).4) The Arzel�a{Ascoli lemma.5) The existence of the limit superior for bounded sequences of real numbers.3



Using a convenient representation of real numbers, (PCM) can be formalized as follows:(PCM) : 8<: 8a1(0)(�) ; c1�8n0(c �IR an+1 �IR an)! 9h18k08m; ~m �0 hk(jam �IR a ~mj �IR 1k+1 )�:(PCM) immediately follows from its arithmetical weakening(PCM�) : 8<: 8a1(0)(�) ; c1�8n0(c �IR an+1 �IR an)! 8k09n08m; ~m �0 n(jam �IR a ~mj �IR 1k+1 )�by an application of ACar toA :� 8m; ~m � n(jam �IR a ~mj �IR 1k + 1) 2 �01(�IR2 �01 follows from the fact that real numbers are given as Cauchy sequences of rationals with�xed rate of convergence in our theories).It is well{known that a constructive functional interpretation of the negative translation of ACarrequires so{called bar-recursion and cannot be caried out e.g. in G�odel's term calculus T (see [23]and [18] ). ACar is (using classical logic) equivalent to CAar+AC0;0{qf, whereCAar : 9g18x0�g(x) =0 0$ A(x)� with A 2 �01;and therefore causes an immense rate of growth (when added to e.g. G2A!). From the work in thecontext of `reverse mathematics' (see e.g. [6],[22]) it is known that 1){5) imply CAar relatively to(a second-order version of) cPA!jn+AC0;0{qf (see [5] for the de�nition of cPA!jn). In [14] it is shownthat this holds even relatively to G2A!.In contrast to these general facts on huge growth we prove in this paper a theorem which in particularimplies that if (PCM) is applied in a proof only to sequences (an) which are given explicitely in theparameters of the proposition (which is proved) then this proof can be (e�ectively) transformed(without causing new growth) into a proof of the same conclusion which uses only (PCM�) for thesesequences. By this transformation the use of ACar is eliminated and the determination of the growthcaused (potentially by (PCM)) reduces to the determination of the growth caused by (PCM�). Thisreduction is achieved using the method of elimination of Skolem function for monotone formulas(developed in [16]).In di�erence to (PCM) the (negative translation of the) principle (PCM�) has a simple constructivemonotone functional interpretation which is ful�lled by a functional 	 which is primitive recursivein the sense of [9]. Because of the nice behaviour of the monotone functional interpretation withrespect to the modus ponens one obtains (by applying � to 	) a monotone functional interpretationof (1) and so, using tools from [13],[15], a uniform bound � for 9w, i.e.8u1; k08v �� tuk9w �0 �ukA0(u; k; v; w);where � is primitive recursive in the sense of Kleene [9] (and not only in the generalized senseof G�odel's calculus T ).(This conclusion also holds for sequences of instances 8n0PCM(�uvn) of PCM(a) instead of4



PCM(�uv).)In this case "-arithmetization { namely the reduction of the use of instances of (PCM) to correspond-ing instances of its arithmetical weakening (PCM�) { is necessary already for the construction ofthe bound �.In our treatment of the Bolzano{Weierstra� theorem (as well as the Arzel�a{Ascoli lemma) in section5 below the use of the method of elimation of Skolem functions is combined with the use of the non{standard axiom F� mentioned above: Single (sequences of) instances of the Bolzano{Weierstra�theorem can be proved (relatively to G2A!+AC1;0{qf) from single instances of the second{orderaxiom �01{CA plus F�. �01{CA is studied in [16] where it is shown that single instances of thisprinciple (in contrast to its full second{order universal closure, which is equivalent to full arithmeticalcomprehension over numbers) also contribute at most by a primitive recursive functional in thesense of Kleene. By the method of F�{elimination discussed above, the resulting bound from aproof which uses single instances of the Bolzano{Weierstra� theorem then can be classically (and evenconstructively) veri�ed. Here "-arithmetization of a given proof is used twice for the construction ofa bound (by elimination of Skolem functions) and for a classical veri�cation (by elimination of thenon{standard axiom F�).Finally we investigate the principle of the existence of the limit superior of a bounded sequence ofreal numbers. It turns out that the use of single instances of this principle in the proof of a theorem(1) can be reduced to an arithmetical �05{principle whose monotone functional interpretation canbe ful�lled by a functional from the fragment T1 of G�odels claculus T with the recursor constantsR� for � � 1 (this fragment of T is su�cient to de�ne the Ackermann function but no functions ofessentially greater rate of growth).In section 2 we present the theorems from [16] on which our investigations in the present paper arebased in order to make this paper independent from the reading of [16]. However we assume thereader to be familiar with [15] and all unde�ned notions in this paper are used in the sense of [15].2 Proof{theoretic toolsIn this section we recall some of our proof{theoretic results from [16] which will be used in section5 below.De�nition 2.1 ([16]) Let A 2 L(GnA!) be a formula having the formA � 8u18v �� tu9y018x01 : : : 9y0k8x0k9wA0(u; v; y1; x1; : : : ; yk; xk; w);where A0 is quanti�er{free and contains only u; v; y; x; w free. Furthermore let t be 2 GnR! and �; are arbitrary �nite types.1) A is called (arithmetically) monotone ifMon(A) :� 8>>>><>>>>: 8u18v �� tu8x1; ~x1; : : : ; xk; ~xk; y1; ~y1; : : : yk; ~yk� kVi=1(~xi �0 xi ^ ~yi �0 yi) ^ 9wA0(u; v; y1; x1; : : : ; yk; xk; w)! 9wA0(u; v; ~y1; ~x1; : : : ; ~yk; ~xk; w)�:5



2) The Herbrand normal form AH of A is de�ned to beAH :� 8u18v �� tu8h�11 ; : : : ; h�kk 9y01 ; : : : ; y0k; wA0(u; v; y1; h1y1; : : : ; yk; hky1 : : : yk; w)| {z }AH0 :� ; where �i = 0 (0) : : : (0)| {z }i :Theorem 2.2 ([16]) Let n � 1 and 	1; : : : ;	k 2 GnR!. ThenGnA! +Mon(A) ` 8u18v �� tu8h1; : : : ; hk� kVi=1(hi monotone)! 9y1 �0 	1uh : : :9yk �0 	kuh9wAH0 �! A;where (hi monotone) :� 8x1; : : : ; xi; y1; : : : ; yi� iVj=1(xj �0 yj)! hix �0 hiy�.De�nition 2.3 (Bounded choice) b{AC:= S�;�2Tn(b{AC�;�)o denotes the schema of bounded choice(b{AC�;�) : 8Z���8x�9y �� Zx A(x; y; Z)! 9Y ��� Z8xA(x; Y x; Z)�:Theorem 2.4 ([16]) Let A be as in thm.2.2 and � be a set of sentences 8x�9y �� sx8z�G0(x; y; z)where s is a closed term of GnA! and G0 a quanti�er-free formula, and let A0 denote the negativetranslation3 of A. Then the following rule holds:8>>>>>><>>>>>>: GnA!+AC{qf+� ` AH ^Mon(A))GnA! + ~� ` A andby monotone functional interpretation one can extract a tuple 	 2 GnR! such thatGnA!i + ~� ` 	 satis�es the monotone functional interpretation of A0;where ~� := f9Y ��� s8x�; z�G0(x; Y x; z) : 8x�9y �� sx8z�G0(x; y; z) 2 �g. (In particular thesecond conclusion can be proved in GnA!i +�+ b-AC).Remark 2.5 In theorems 2.2,2.4 one may also have tuples `9w' instead of `9w ' in A.For our applications in the next paragraph we need the following corollary of theorem 2.4:Corollary 2.6 ([16]) Let 8x09y08z0A0(u1; v� ; x; y; z) 2 L(GnA!) be a formula which contains onlyu; v as free variables and satis�es provably in GnA!+�+AC{qf the following monotonicity property:(�) 8u; v; x; ~x; y; ~y(~x �0 x ^ ~y �0 y ^ 8z0A0(u; v; x; y; z)! 8z0A0(u; v; ~x; ~y; z));(i.e. Mon(9x8y9z:A0)). Furthermore let B0(u; v; w) 2 L(GnA!) be a (quanti�er-free) formulawhich contains only u; v; w as free variables and  � 2. Then from a proofGnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�9f18x; z A0(u; v; x; fx; z)! 9wB0(u; v; w)� ^ (�)3Here we can use G�odel's [8] translation or any of the various negative translations. For a systematical treatmentof negative translations see [18]. 6



one can extract a term � 2 GnR! such thatGnA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu8	��(	� satis�es the mon.funct.interpr. of8x0; g19y0A0(u; v; x; y; gy))! 9w � �u	� B0(u; v; w)�4:In the conclusion �+ b-AC can be replaced by ~� as de�ned in thm.2.4. If � � 1 and the typesof existential quanti�ers in the axioms � are � 1, then GnA! + �+AC{qf may be replaced byE{GnA! +�+AC�;�{qf, where (� = 0 ^ � � 1) or (� = 1 ^ � = 0).The mathematical signi�cance of corollary 2.6 for the extraction of bounds from given proofs byarithmetization rests on the following fact: Direct monotone functional interpretation ofGnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�9f18x; z A0(u; v; x; fx; z)! 9wB0(u; v; w)�yields only a bound on 9w which depends on a functional which satis�es the monotone functionalinterpretation of (1) 9f8x; zA0 or if we let remain the double negation in front of 9 (which comes fromthe negative translation) (2) ::9f8x; z A0. However in our applications the monotone functionalinterpretation of (1) would require non{computable functionals (since f is not recursive) and themonotone functional interpretation of (2) can be carried out only using bar-recursive functionals(see [23]). In contrast to this the bound � only depends on a functional which satis�es the monotonefunctional interpretation of the negative translation of 8x9y8z A0(x; y; z): In our applications insection 5 such a functional can be constructed in dPR! except for the existence of the limit superiorof a bounded sequence of real numbers where the fragment T1 of G�odel's calculus T with R� for� � 1 is needed (note that the Ackermann function is de�nable in T1).In particular the use of the analytical premise 9f18x; zA0 has been reduced to the arithmeticalpremise 8x09y08z0A0.3 Real numbers in G2A!iSuppose that a proposition 8x9yA(x; y) is proved in one of the theories T ! from [16], where thevariables x; y may range over IN;ZZ;Q; IR or e.g. C[0,1] etc. What sort of numerical information on`9y' relatively to the `input' x can be extracted from a given proof depends in particular on how xis represented, i.e. on the numerical data by which x is given:Suppose e.g. x that is a variable on IR and real numbers are represented by arbitrary Cauchysequences of rational numbers xn, i.e.(1) 8k09n08m; ~m � n�jxm � x ~mj � 1k + 1�:Let us consider the (obviously true) proposition(2) 8x 2 IR9l 2 IN(x � l):Given x by a representative (xn) in the sense of (1) it is not possible to compute an l which satis�es(2) on the basis of this representation, since this would involve the computation of a number n which4`	� satis�es the mon. funct.interpr. of 8x; g9yA0(u; v; x; y; gy)' is meant here for �xed u; v (and not uniformly asa functional in u; v), i.e. 9	�	� s{maj 	 ^ 8x; g A0(u; v; x;	xg; g(	xg))�.7



ful�ls a (in general undecidable) universal property like 8m; ~m � n(jxm � x ~mj � 1) to de�ne l asdjxnje+ 1.If however real numbers are represented by Cauchy sequences with a �xed Cauchy modulus, e.g.1=(k + 1), i.e. (3) 8m; ~m � k�jxm � x ~mj � 1k + 1�;then the computation of l is trivial: l := � ((xn)) := djx0je+1: � is not a function : IR! IN since itis not extensional: Di�erent Cauchy sequences (xn); (~xn) which represent the same real number, i.e.limn!1(xn � ~xn) = 0, yield in general di�erent numbers � ((xn)) 6= �((~xn)). Following E. Bishop[3] , [4] we call � an operation : IR ! IN. This phenomenon is a general one (and not caused bythe special de�nition of �): The only computable operations IR ! IN, which are extensional, areoperations which are constant, since the computability of � implies its continuity as a functional5 :ININ ! IN and therefore (if it is extensional w.r.t. =IR) the continuity as a function IR! IN.The importance of the representation of complex objects as e.g. real numbers is also indicated bythe fact that the logical form of properties of these objects depends essentially on the representation:If (xn); (~xn) are arbitrary Cauchy sequences (in the sense of (1)) then the property that both se-quences represent the same real number is expressed by the �03{formula(4) 8k9n8m; ~m � n�jxm � ~xmj � 1k + 1�:For Cauchy sequences with �xed Cauchy modulus as in (2) this property can be expressed by the(logically much simpler) �01{formula(5) 8k�jxk � ~xkj � 3k + 1�:For Cauchy sequences with modulus 1=(k + 1) (4) and (5) are equivalent (provably in G2A!i ). Butfor arbitrary Cauchy sequences (4) does not imply (5) in general.If (xn) � Q is an arbitrary Cauchy sequence then AC0;0 applied to8k9n8m; ~m � n�jxm � x ~mj � 1k + 1�yields the existence of a function f1 such that 8k8m; ~m � fk�jxm � x ~mj � 1k+1�.For m; ~m � k this implies jxfm � xf ~mj � 1k+1 (choose k0 2 fm; ~mg with fk0 � fm; f ~m and applythe Cauchy property to m0 := fm; ~m0 := f ~m), i.e. the sequence (xfn)n2IN is a Cauchy sequencewith modulus 1=(k + 1) which has the same limit as (xn)n2IN.Thus in the presence of AC0;0 (or more precisely the restriction AC0;0{8 of AC0;0 to �01{formulas)both representations (1) and (2) equivalent. However AC0;0{8 is not provable in any of our theoriesand the addition of this schema to the axioms would yield an explosion of the rate of growth ofthe provably recursive functions. In fact every �(< "0){recursive function is provably recursive in5An operation � : IR ! IN is given by a functional : ININ ! IN (which is extensional w.r.t. =1!) since sequencesof rational numbers are coded as sequences of natural numbers.8



G2A!+ AC0;0{8. This follows from the fact that iterated use of AC0;0{8 combined with classicallogic yields full arithmetical comprehensionCAar : 9f18x0(fx =0 0$ A(x));where A is an arithmetical formula, i.e. a formula containing only quanti�ers of type 0. CAar appliedto QF{IA proves the induction principle for every arithmetical formula. Hence full Peano{arithmeticPA is a subsystem of G2A!+ AC0;0{8.As a consequence of this situation we have to specify the representation of real numbers we choose:De�nition 3.1 A real number is given by a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers with modulus1=(k + 1).The reason for this representation is two{fold:1) As we have seen above any numerically interesting application of the extraction of a boundpresupposes that the input is given as a numerically reasonable object. This is also the reasonwhy in constructive analysis (in the sense of Bishop) as well as in complexity theory for analysis(in the sense of H. Friedman and K.{I. Ko, see [11] ) real numbers are always endowed witha rate of convergence, continuous functions with a modulus of continuity and so on. Also inthe work by H. Friedman, S. Simpson (see e.g. [22]) and others on the program of so{called`reverse mathematics', real numbers are always given with a �xed rate of convergence.2) For our representation of real numbers we can achieve that quanti�cation over real numbersis nothing else then quanti�cation over ININ, i.e. 8x1; 9y1. Because of this many interestingtheorems in analysis have the logical form 89F0 (see [13] for a discussion on that) so that ourmethod of extracting feasible bounds applies.1) and 2) are in fact closely related: If real numbers would be represented as arbitrary Cauchysequences then a proposition 8x 2 IR9y 2 IN A(x; y) would have the logical form8x1(8k9n8mF0 ! 9y0A);where (�) 8k9n8mF0 expresses the Cauchy property of the sequence of rational numbers codedby x1. By our reasoning in [15] we know that in general we can only obtain an e�ective boundon y which depends on x together with a Skolem function for (�). But this just means that thecomputation of the bound requires that x is given with a Cauchy modulus.As concerned with provability in our theories like GnA!+AC{qf the representation with �xedmodulus is no real restriction: In section 5 we will show in particular that the a proof of8(xn)�9f18k8m; ~m � fk(jxm � ~xmj � 1k + 1)! 9y0A�can be transformed into a proof of8(xn)�8k9n8m; ~m � n(jxm � ~xmj � 1k + 1)! 9y0A�:within the same theory (i.e. without any use of AC0;0) for a large class of formulas A.9



The representation of IR presupposes a representation of Q: Rational numbers are represented ascodes j(n;m) of pairs (n;m) of natural numbers n;m. j(n;m) representsthe rational number n2m+ 1 ; if n is even, and the negative rational � n+12m+ 1 if n is odd:By the surjectivity of our pairing function j from [15] every natural number can be conceived as codeof a uniquely determined rational number. On the codes of Q, i.e. on IN, we de�ne an equivalencerelation by n1 =Q n2 :� j1n12j2n1 + 1 = j1n22j2n2 + 1 if j1n1; j1n2 both are evenand analgously in the remaining cases, where ab = cd is de�ned to hold i� ad =0 cb (for bd > 0).On IN one easily de�nes functions j � jQ ;+Q ;�Q ; �Q :Q ;maxQ ;minQ 2 G2R! and (quanti�er{free)relations) <Q ;�Q which represent the corresponding functions and relations on Q. In the followingwe sometimes omit the index Q if this does not cause any confusion.Notational convention: For better readability we often write e.g. 1k+1 instead of its code j(2; k)in IN. So e.g. we write x0 �Q 1k+1 for x �Q j(2; k).By the coding of rational numbers as natural numbers, sequences of rationals are just functionsf1 (and every function f1 can be conceived as a sequence of rational numbers in a unique way). Inparticular representatives of real numbers are functions f1 modulo this coding. We now show thatevery function can be conceived as an representative of a uniquely determined Cauchy sequence ofrationals with modulus 1=(k + 1) and therefore can be conceived as an representative of a uniquelydetermined real number.6To achieve this we need the following functional bf .De�nition 3.2 The functional �f1: bf 2 G2R! is de�ned such thatbfn =8>>><>>>: fn; if 8k;m; ~m �0 n�m; ~m �0 k ! jfm�Q f ~mj �Q 1k+1�f(n0 � 1) for n0 := min l �0 n[9k;m; ~m �0 l�m; ~m �0 k ^ jfm�Q f ~mj >Q 1k+1�];otherwise:One easily veri�es (within G2A!i ) that1) if f1 represents a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers with modulus 1=(k + 1), then8n0(fn =0 bfn),2) for every f1 the function bf represents a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers with modulus1=(k + 1).Hence every function f gives a uniquely determined real number, namely that number which isrepresented by bf . Quanti�cation 8x 2 IR A(x) (9x 2 IR A(x)) so reduces to the quanti�cation8f1A( bf) (9f1A( bf)) for properties A which are extensional w.r.t. =IR below (i.e. which are reallyproperties of real numbers). Operations � : IR ! IR are given by functionals �1(1) (which are6A related representation of real numbers is sketched in [1] .10



extensional w.r.t.=1). A real function : IR! IR is given by a functional �1(1) which (in addition) isextensional w.r.t. =IR . Following the usual notation we write (xn) instead of fn and (bxn) insteadof bfn.In the following we de�ne various relations and operations on functions which correspond to theusual relations and operations on IR for the real numbers represented by the respective functions:De�nition 3.3 1) (xn) =IR (~xn) :� 8k0�jbxk �Q b~xkj �Q 3k+1�;2) (xn) <IR (~xn) :� 9k0�b~xk � bxk >Q 3k+1�;3) (xn) �IR (~xn) :� :(b~xn) <IR (bxn);4) (xn) +IR (~xn) := (bx2n+1 +Q b~x2n+1);5) (xn)�IR (~xn) := (bx2n+1 �Q b~x2n+1);6) j(xn)jIR := (jbxnjQ);7) (xn) �IR (~xn) := (bx2(n+1)k �Q b~x2(n+1)k), where k := dmaxQ(jx0jQ + 1; j ~x0jQ + 1)e;8) For (xn) and l0 we de�ne(xn)�1 :=8<: (maxQ(bx(n+1)(l+1)2 ; 1l+1 )�1); if bx2(l+1) >Q 0(minQ(bx(n+1)(l+1)2 ; �1l+1 )�1); otherwise;9) maxIR �(xn); (~xn)� := �maxQ(bxn; b~xn)�; minIR �(xn); (~xn)� := �minQ(bxn; b~xn)�.One easily veri�es the followingLemma 3.4 1) (xn) =IR (~xn) resp. (xn) <IR (~xn), (xn) �IR (~xn) hold i� the correpondingrelations hold for those real numbers which are represented by (xn); (~xn).2) Provably in G2A!i , (xn) +IR (~xn), (xn)�IR (~xn), (xn) �IR (~xn), maxIR �(xn); (~xn)�,minIR �(xn); (~xn)� and j(xn)jIR also represent Cauchy sequences with modulus 1=(k + 1) whichrepresent the real number obtained by addition (subtraction,...) of those real numbers whichare represented by (xn); (~xn). This also holds for (xn)�1 if j(xn)jIR �IR 1l+1 for the numberl used in the de�nition of (xn)�1. In particular the operations +IR;�IR etc. are extensionalw.r.t. to =IR and therefore represent functions7.3) The functionals +IR;�IR; �IR;maxIR;minIR of type 1(1)(1), j � jIR of type 1(1) and ()�1 of type1(1)(0) are de�nable in G2R!.Remark 3.5 Since our theories GnA!i contain all IN; ININ{true purely universal sentences8x0=1A0(x) as axioms (because they do not contribute to the growth of extractable bounds at all, see[15] for details), it is easy to check that the basic properties of =IR;�IR;+IR; : : : can be proved inG2A!i . They are either directly purely universal or can be strengthened to universal statements, e.g.7The functional ()�1 is extensional for all l and (xn); (yn) such that j(xn)jIR; j(yn)jIR � 1l+1 .11



x =IR y ^ y =IR z ! x =IR z follows from the universal axiom8x1; y1; k0�jbx(6(k + 1))�Q by(6(k + 1))j �Q 36(k+1)+1 ^ jby(6(k + 1))�Q bz(6(k + 1))j �Q 36(k+1)+1! jbx(k)�Q bz(k)j �Q 3k+1�:Rational numbers q coded by rq have as canonical representative in IR (besides other representatives)the constant function �n0:rq . One easily shows that 8k�j(xn)�IR �n:x̂k j �IR 1k+1� for every function(xn).Notational convention: For notational simplicity we often omit the emmbedding Q ,! IR, e.g.x1 �IR y0 stands for x �IR �n:y0. From the type of the objects it will be always clear what is meant.If (fn)n2IN of type 1(0) represents a 1k+1{Cauchy sequence of real numbers, thenf(n) := bf3(n+1)(3(n + 1)) represents the limit of this sequence, i.e. 8k�jfk �IR f j �IR 1k+1�. Oneeasily veri�es this fact in G2A!i .Representation of IRd in G2A!i :For every �xed d we represent IRd as follows: Elements of IRd are represented by functions f1 in thefollowing way: Using the construction bf from above, every f1 can be conceived as a representativeof such a d{tuple of Cauchy sequences of real numbers, namely the sequence which is represented by� d�d1 (f); : : : ; d�dd(f)�; where �di (f) := �x0:�di (fx);(�di are the coding functions 2 G2R! from [15]).Since the d�di (f) represent Cauchy sequences of rationals with Cauchy modulus 1k+1 , elements of IRdare so represented as Cauchy sequences of elements in Qd which have the Cauchy modulus 1k+1 w.r.t.the maximum norm kf1kmax := maxIR �j�d1 (f)jIR; : : : ; j�dd(f)jIR�.Quanti�cation 8(x1; : : : ; xd) 2 IRd so reduces to 8f1A( d�d1 (f); : : : ; d�dd(f)) for IRd{extensional proper-ties A (likewise for 9).The operations +IRd ;�IRd ; : : : are de�ned via the corresponding operations on the components, e.g.x1 +IRd y1 :� �d(�d1x+IR �d1y; : : : ; �ddx+IR �ddy).Sequences of elements in IRd are represented by (fn) of type 1(0).Representation of [0,1]� IR in G2A!iWe now show that every element of [0; 1] can be represented already by a bounded function f 2ff : f �1 Mg, where M is a �xed function from G2R! and that every function from this set can beconceived as an (representative of an) element in [0,1]: Firstly we de�ne a functionq 2 G2R! by q(n) := 8<: min l �0 n[l =Q n]; if 0 �Q n �Q 100; otherwise:It is clear that every rational number 2 [0; 1] \Q has a unique code by a number 2 q(IN) and8n0(q(q(n)) =0 q(n)). Also every such number codes an element of 2 [0; 1] \ Q. We may conceive12



every number n as a representative of a rational number 2 [0; 1] \ Q, namely of the rational codedby q(n).In contrast to IR we can restrict the set of representing functions for [0,1] to the compact (in thesense of the Baire space) set f 2 ff : f �1 Mg, where M(n) := j(6(n + 1); 3(n+ 1)� 1) (here j isthe Cantor pairing function):Each fraction r having the form i3(n+1) (with i � 3(n + 1)) is represented by a number k � M(n),i.e. k �M(n)^ q(k) codes r. Thus fk : k �M(n)g contains (modulo this coding) an 13(n+1){net for[0,1].We de�ne a functional �f: ~f 2 G2R! such that~f(k) = q(i0); where i0 = �i �0 M(k)[8j �0 M(k)(j bf(3(k + 1))�Q q(j)j �Q j bf(3(k + 1))�Q q(i)j)]:~f has (provably in G2A!i ) the following properties:1) 8f1( ~f �1 M).2) 8f1(b~f =1 ~f).3) 8f1(0 �IR ~f �IR 1).4) 8f1(0 �IR f �IR 1! f =IR ~f).5) 8f1(~~f =IR ~f).By this construction quanti�cation 8x 2 [0; 1] A(x) and 9x 2 [0; 1] A(x) reduces to quanti�cationhaving the form 8f �1 M A( ~f) and 9f �1 M A( ~f) for properties A which are =IR{extensional (forf1; f2 such that 0 �IR f1; f2 �IR 1), where M 2 G2R! . Similarly one can de�ne a representationof [a; b] for variable a1; b1 such that a <IR b by bounded functions ff1 : f �1 M(a; b)g. Howeverby remark 3.6 below one can easily reduce the quanti�cation over [a; b] to quanti�cation over [0; 1]so that we do not need this generalization. But on some occasions it is convenient to have anexplicit representation for [�k; k] for all natural numbers k. This representation is analogous to therepresentation of [0; 1] except that we now de�neMk(n) := j(6k(n+1); 3(n+1)�1) as the boundingfunction. The construction corresponding to �f: ~f is also denoted by ~f since it will be always clearfrom the context what interval we have in mind.Representation of [0; 1]d in G2A!iUsing the construction f 7! ~f from the representation of [0,1] we also can represent [0; 1]d for every�xed number d by a bounded set �f1 : f �1 Md	 of functions, where Md : �d(M; : : : ;M) 2 G2R!for every �xed d:f(� Md) represents the vector in [0; 1]d which is represented by ( g(�d1f); : : : ; g(�ddf)). If (in theother direction) f1; : : : ; fd represent real numbers x1; : : : ; xd 2 [0; 1], then f := �d( ~f1; : : : ; ~fd) �1�d(M; : : : ;M) represents (x1; : : : ; xd) 2 [0; 1]d in this sense.Remark 3.6 For a; b 2 IR with a �IR b, quanti�cation 8x 2 [a; b] A(x) (9x 2 [a; b] A(x)) reducesto quanti�cation over [0; 1] (and therefore {modulo our representation{ over ff : f �1 Mg) by 8� 2[0; 1] A((1 � �)a + �b) and analogously for 9x. This transformation immediately generalizes to[a1; b1]� � � � � [ad; bd] using �1; : : : ; �d. 13



4 Sequences and series in G2A!i : Convergence with moduliinvolvedBy our representation of real numbers by functions f1 developed in the previous section, sequencesof real numbers are given as functions f1(0) in G2A!i . We will use the usual notation (an) insteadof f . In this section we are concerned with the following properties of sequences of real numbers:1) (an) is a Cauchy sequence, i.e. 8k09n08m; ~m �0 n�jam �IR a ~mj �IR 1k+1�2) (an) is convergent, i.e. 9a18k09n08m �0 n�jam �IR aj �IR 1k+1�.3) (an) is convergent with a modulus of convergence, i.e.9a1; h18k08m �0 hk(jam �IR aj �IR 1k + 1�:4) (an) is a Cauchy sequence with a Cauchy modulus, i.e.9h18k08m; ~m �0 hk(jam �IR a ~mj �IR 1k + 1�:One easily shows within G2A!i that 4)$ 3)! 2)! 1): Using AC0;0-80 one can prove that 1)! 4)(and therefore 1)$ 2)$ 3)$ 4)).However, as we already have discussed in the previuous section, the addition of AC0;0{80 to G2A!would make all �(< "0){recursive functions provably recursive.Thus since we are working in (extensions of) G2A! we have to distinguish carefully between e.g.1) and 4). In the next section we will study the relationship between 1) and 4) in detail and showin particular that the use of sequences of single instances of 4) in proofs of 8u18v �� tu9w2A0{sentences relatively to e.g. G2A!+�+AC{qf (where � is de�ned as in thm.2.4) can be reduced theuse of the same instances of 1).For monotone sequences (an) the equivalence of 2) and 3) (and hence that of 2) and 4)) is alreadyprovable using only the quanti�er{free choice AC0;0{qf:Let (an) be say increasing, i.e. (i) 8n0(an �IR an+1);and a1 be such that (ii) 8k09n08m �0 n�jam � aj �IR 1k + 1�:AC0;0{qf applied to 8k09n0� jan � aj <IR 1k + 1| {z }2�01 � yields 9h18k0�jahk � aj <IR 1k+1�; which gives9h18k08m �0 hk�jam � aj <IR 1k+1�; since {by (i),(ii){ ahk � am � a for all m �0 hk. (Here weuse the fact that 8n(an �IR an+1)! 8m; ~m(m � ~m! a ~m �IR am). This follows in G2A! from theuniversal sentence(+) 8a1(0)(�) ; n; l�8k < n�bak(l) �Q bak+1(l) + 3l+1� ! 8m; ~m � n�m � ~m ! a ~m �IR am + 5nl+1��. (+)is true (and hence an axiom of G2A!) since bak(l) �Q bak+1(l) + 3l+1 ! ak �IR ak+1 + 5l+1 .)14



If one of the properties 1), . . . ,4) {say i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g{ is ful�lled for two sequences (an); (bn), theni) is also ful�lled (provably in G2A!i ) for (an +IR bn); (an �IR bn); (an �IR bn) and (if bn 6= 0 andbn ! b 6= 0) for �anbn �, where in the later case the modulus in 3),4) depends on an estimate l 2 INsuch that jbj � 1l+1 (The construction of the moduli for (an +IR bn); (an �IR bn); (an �IR bn); � anbn �from the moduli for (an); (bn) (for i=3,4) is similar to our de�nition of +IR;�IR; �IR; (�)�1 given inthe previous section.The most important property of bounded monotone sequences (an) of real numbers is their conver-gence. We call this fact `principle of convergence for monotone sequences' (PCM). Because of thedi�erence between 1) and 4) above we have in fact to consider two versions of this principle:(PCM1) : 8<: 8a1(0)(�) ; c1�8n0(c �IR an+1 �IR an)! 8k09n08m; ~m �0 n(jam �IR a ~mj �IR 1k+1 )�;(PCM2) : 8<: 8a1(0)(�) ; c1�8n0(c �IR an+1 �IR an)! 9h18k08m; ~m �0 hk(jam �IR a ~mj �IR 1k+1 )�;Both principles cannot be derived in any of the theories GnA! + �+AC{qf. In fact (PCM1) isequivalent (relatively to G3A!) to the second{order axiom of �01{induction whereas (PCM2) isequivalent (relatively to G3A!+AC0;0{qf) even to arithmetical comprehension over numbers (see[14]; for the system RCA0, known from reverse mathematics, the equivalence between (PCM2) andarithmetical comprehension is due to [6]). We now determine the contribution of the use of (PCM1)to the growth of extractable uniform bounds. This will be used in the next section to determine thegrowth which may be caused be single sequences of instances of (PCM2).Using the construction ~a(n) := maxIR(0;mini�n (a(i))) we can express (PCM1) in the following logicallymore simple form8 (1) 8a1(0)8k09n08m >0 n�~a(n)�IR ~a(m) �IR 1k + 1�:(If a1(0) ful�ls 8n(0 �IR a(n+ 1) �IR a(n)), then 8n(~a(n) =IR a(n)). Furthermore8n(0 �IR ~a(n+ 1) �IR ~a(n)) for all a1(0). Thus by the transformation a 7! ~a, quanti�cation over alldecreasing sequences � IR+ reduces to quanti�cation over all a1(0)).By AC0;0{qf (1) is equivalent to(2) 8a1(0); k0; g19n0�gn >0 n! ~a(n)�IR ~a(gn) �IR 1k + 1�:We now construct a functional 	 which provides a bound for 9n, i.e.(3) 8a1(0); k0; g19n �0 	akg�gn >0 n! ~a(n)�IR ~a(gn) �IR 1k + 1�:8Here we use that 8n0�a(n + 1) �IR an� ! 8n0��minIR(a; n) =IR an�, where �minIR is a functional from G2R!which computes the minimum of the real numbers a(0); : : : ; a(n) (such a functional can be de�ned similarly to minIRin section 3 noting that �minQ (f1 ; n0) = minQ(f0; : : : ; fn) is de�nable in G2R!). This follows in G2A! from thepurely universal sentence(+) 8a1(0); n; k�8l < n�� da(l + 1)�(k) �Q (bal)(k) + 3k+1�! j�minIR (a; n)�IR anj �IR 5nk+1�. (+) is true (and hencean axiom of G2A!) since � da(l + 1)�(k) �Q (bal)(k) + 3k+1 ! a(l + 1) �IR al + 5k+1 .15



Let C(a) 2 IN (C(a) � 1) be an upper bound for the real number represented by ~a(0), e.g. C(a) :=(a(0))(0) + 1. We show that	akg := maxi<C(a)k0 ��iti0g�(= maxi<C(a)k0 �gi(0)� satis�es (3) (provably in PRA!):Claim: 9i < C(a)k0�g(gi0) > gi0! ~a(gi0)�IR ~a(g(gi0)) �IR 1k+1�.Case 1: 9i < C(a)k0(g(gi0) � gi0): Obvious!Case 2: 8i < C(a)k0(g(gi0) > gi0): Assume 8i < C(a)k0�~a(gi0)�IR ~a(g(gi0)) >IR 1k+1�.Then ~a(0)�IR ~a(gC(a)k00) > C(a), contradicting ~a(n) 2 [0; C(a)] for all n.In contrast to (2) the bounded proposition (3) has the form of an axiom � in the theorems from[15] and section 2. Hence the monotone functional interpretation of (3) requires just a majorant for	. In particular we may use 	 2dPR! itself since 	 s{maj 	.Thus from a proof of e.g. a sentence 8x08y �� sx9z0A0(x; y; z) in GnA! +� + (PCM1)+AC{qfwe can (in general) extract only a bound t for z (i.e. 8x8y � sx9z � tx A0(x; y; z)) which is de�nedin dPR! since the de�nition of 	 uses the functional �it which is not de�nable in G1R! (see [15]).If however the proof uses (3) above only for functions g which can be bounded by terms in GkR!,then we can extract a t 2 Gmax(k+1;n)R! since the iteration of a function 2 GkR! is de�nable inGk+1R! (for k � 2).The monotone functional interpretation of the negative translation of (1) requires (taking the quan-ti�er hidden in �IR into account) a majorant for a functional � which bounds `9n' in(3)0 8a1(0); k0; g1; h19n�gn > n! d~a(n)(hn)�Q d~a(gn)(hn) �Q 1k + 1 + 3h(n) + 1�:However every � which provides a bound for (2) a fortiori yields a bound for (3)0 (which does notdepend on h). Hence 	 satis�es (provably in PRA!i ) the monotone functional interpretation of thenegative translation of (1), i.e. (PCM1).5 The rate of growth caused by sequences of instances of an-alytical principles whose proofs rely on arithmetical com-prehensionIn this section we apply the results presented in section 2 in order to determine the impact on therate of growth of uniform bounds for provably 8u18v �� tu9wA0{sentences which may result fromthe use of sequences (which however may depend on the parameters of the proposition to be proved)of instances of:1) (PCM2) and the convergence of bounded monotone sequences of real numbers.2) The existence of a greatest lower bound for every sequence of real numbers which is boundedfrom below.3) �01{CA and �01{AC.4) The Bolzano{Weierstra� property for bounded sequences in IRd (for every �xed d).5) The Arzel�a{Ascoli lemma.6) The existence of lim sup and lim inf for bounded sequences in IR.16



5.1 (PCM2) and the convergence of bounded monotone sequences of realnumbersLet a1(0) be such that 8n0(0 �IR a(n+ 1) �IR an)9(PCM2) implies 9h18k0;m0(m �0 hk ! a(hk)�IR a(m) �IR 1k + 1�:�a(hk)�k is a Cauchy sequence with modulus 1k+1 whose limit equals the limit of (a(m))n2IN.The existence of a limit a0 of (a(m))m now follows from the remarks below lemma 3.4 : a0k :=( da(h(3(k + 1))))(3(k+1)). Thus we only have to consider (PCM2). In order to simplify the logicalform of (PCM2) we use the construction ~a(n) := maxIR(0;mini�n (a(i)) from the previous section (re-call that this construction ensures that ~a is monotone decreasing and bounded from below by 0. Ifa already ful�ls these properties nothing is changed by the passage from a to ~a).(PCM2)(a1(0)) :� 9h18k0;m0�m �0 hk ! ~a(hk)�IR ~a(m) �IR 1k + 1�:We now show that the contribution of single instances (PCM2)(a) of (PCM2) to the growth ofuniform bounds is (at most) given by the functional 	akg := maxi<C(a)k0 ��iti0g� (whereIN 3 C(a) � ~a(0)) as above:Proposition 5.1.1 Let n � 2 and B0(u1; v� ; w) 2 L(GnA!) be a quanti�er{free formula whichcontains only u1; v� ; w free, where  � 2. Furthermore let �; t 2 GnR! and � be as in thm.2.4.Then the following rule holds8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
GnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�(PCM2)(�uv)! 9wB0(u; v; w)�) 9(eff:)�; ~� 2 GnR! such thatGnA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu8~	��( ~	� sati�es the mon.funct.interpr. of8k0; g19n0(gn > n! (g�uv)(n)�IR (g�uv)(gn) �IR 1k+1 )�! 9w � ~�u~	�B0(u; v; w)�andGnA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu8	��(	� sati�es the mon. funct.interpr. of8a1(0); k0; g19n0(gn > n! ~a(n)�IR ~a(gn) �IR 1k+1 ))! 9w � �u	� B0(u; v; w)�and thereforePRA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu9w � �u	B0(u; v; w);where 	 := �a; k; g: maxi<C(a)k0 ��iti0g� = maxi<C(a)k0 �g(i)(0)� and C(a) := (a(0))(0) + 1.In the conclusion, �+ b-AC can be replaced by ~�, where ~� is de�ned as in theorem 2.4. If � = ;,then b{AC can be omitted from the proof of the conclusion. If � � 1 and the types of the 9{quanti�ersin � are � 1, then GnA! +�+AC{qf may be replaced by E{GnA! +�+AC�;�{qf, where �; � areas in cor.2.6.9The restriction to the lower bound 0 is (convenient but) not essential: If 8n0(c �IR a(n + 1) �IR an) we mayde�ne a0(n) := a(n)�IR c. (PCM2) applied to a0 implies (PCM2) for a. Everything holds analogously for increasingsequences which are bounded from above. 17



Proof: The existence of ~� follows from cor.2.6 sinceG2A! ` 8a1(0)8k; ~k; n; ~n�~k �0 k ^ ~n �0 n ^ 8m �0 n(~a(n)�IR ~a(m) �IR 1k+1 )! 8m �0 ~n(~a(~n)�IR ~a(m) �IR 1ek+1 )�:	 ful�ls the monotone functional interpretation of8a1(0); k0; g19n0(gn > n ! ~a(n) �IR ~a(gn) �IR 1k+1 ) (see the end of section 4) and hence (usinglemma 2.2.11 from [15]) 	(��(uM ; t�uM )) satis�es the monotone functional interpretation of8k0; g19n0(gn > n! (g�uv)(n)�IR (g�uv)(gn) �IR 1k + 1); where �� s{maj � ^ t� s{maj t:� is de�ned by � := �u;	�:~�u�	�(��(uM ; t�uM ))�.Remark 5.1.2 1) The computation of the bound ~� in the proposition above needs only a func-tional ~	� which sati�es the monotone functional interpretation of(+) 8k0; g19n0(gn > n! (g�uv)(n)�IR (g�uv)(gn) �IR 1k + 1):For special � such a functional may be constructable without the use of �it. Furthermore for�xed u the number of iterations of g only depends on the k{instances of (+) which are used inthe proof.2) If the given proof of the assumption of this proposition applies 	 only to functions g of lowgrowth, then also the bound �u	 is of low growth: e.g. if only g := S is used and type/w = 0,then �u	 is a polynomial in uM (in the sense of [15]).Corollary to the proof of prop.5.1.1:The rule8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
GnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�9f08k8m; ~m > fk(j(�uv)( ~m)�IR (�uv)(m)j � 1k+1 )! 9wB0(u; v; w)�)GnA! + ~� ` 8u18v �� tu�8k9n8m; ~m > n(j(�uv)( ~m)�IR (�uv)(m)j � 1k+1 )! 9wB0(u; v; w)�holds for arbitrary sequences (�uv)1(0) of real numbers (this also extends to more general mono-tone formulas 8u18v �� tuB(u; v) in the sense of thm.2.4). The restriction to bounded monotonesequences ~�uv is used only to ensure the existence of a functional 	 which satis�es the monotonefunctional interpretation of (+) above.We now consider a generalization (PCM2�)(a1(0)(0)(�) ) of (PCM2)(a1(0)) which asserts the existenceof a sequence of Cauchy moduli for a sequence eal of bounded monotone sequences:(PCM2�)(a1(0)(0)(�) ) :� 9h1(0)8l0; k08m �0 hkl�g(al)(hkl)�IR g(al)(m) �IR 1k + 1�:18



Proposition 5.1.3 Let n;B0(u; v; w); t;� be as in prop.5.1.1. t; � 2 GnR!. Then the followingrule holds8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
GnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�(PCM2�)(�uv)! 9wB0(u; v; w)�) 9(eff:)� 2 GnR! such thatGnA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu8	��(	� sati�es the mon. funct.interpr. of8a1(0)(0); k0; g19n0(gn > n! 8l � k(g(al)(n)�IR g(al)(gn) �IR 1k+1 )))!9w � �u	�B0(u; v; w)�and in particularPRA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu9w � �u	0 B0(u; v; w);where 	0 := �a; k; g: maxi<C(a;k)(k+1)2 ��iti0g� and IN 3 C(a; k) � maxIR(g(a0)(0); : : : ;g(ak)(0)).In the conclusion, �+ b-AC can be replaced by ~�, where ~� is de�ned as in theorem 2.4. If � = ;,then b{AC can be omitted from the proof of the conclusion. If � � 1 and the types of the 9{quanti�ersin � are � 1, then GnA! +�+AC{qf may be replaced by E{GnA! +�+AC�;�{qf, where �; � areas in cor.2.6.As in prop.5.1.1 we also have a term ~� which needs only a ~	� for the instance a := �uv.Proof: The �rst part of the proposition follows from cor.2.6 since (PCM2�)(a) is implied by9h18k08m �0 hk8l �0 k�g(al)(hk)�IR g(al)(m) �IR 1k + 1�andG2A! ` 8a1(0)(0)(�) 8k; ~k; n; ~n�~k �0 k ^ ~n �0 n ^ 8m �0 n8l �0 k(g(al)(n)�IR g(al)(m) �IR 1k+1 )! 8m �0 ~n8l �0 ~k(g(al)(~n)�IR g(al)(m) �IR 1ek+1 )�:It remains to show that 	0 satis�es the monotone functional interpretation of8a1(0)(0); k0; g19n0�gn > n! 8l � k�g(al)(n)�g(al)(gn) � 1k+1��:Assume 8i < C(a; k)(k + 1)2�g(gi0) > gi0 ^ 9l � k�g(al)(gi0)�g(al)(g(gi0)) > 1k + 1��:Then 8i < C(a; k)(k + 1)2�g(gi0) > gi0� and9l � k9j�8i < C(a; k)(k + 1)�� 1�(j)i < (j)i+1 < C(a; k)(k + 1)2�^8i < C(a; k)(k + 1)�g(al)(g(j)i0)�g(al)(g(g(j)i0)) > 1k+1��and therefore9l � k9j�8i < C(a; k)(k + 1)�� 1�g(j)i+10 > g(j)i0 ^g(al)(g(j)i0)�g(al)(g(j)i+10) > 1k+1�^g(g(j)C(a;k)(k+1) �� 1(0)) > g(j)C(a;k)(k+1)�� 1(0)^g(al)(g(j)C(a;k)(k+1)�� 1(0))�g(al)(g(g(j)C(a;k)(k+1)�� 1(0))) > 1k+1�:19



Hence 9l � k9j8i < C(a; k)(k + 1)�g(j)i+10 > g(j)i0 ^g(al)(g(j)i0)�g(al)(g(j)i+10) > 1k + 1�;which contradicts g(al) � [0; C(a; k)].5.2 The principle (GLB) `every sequence of real numbers in IR+ has agreatest lower bound'This principle can be easily reduced to (PCM2) (provably in G2A!):Let a1(0) be such that 8n0(0 �IR an). Then (PCM2)(a) implies that the decreasing sequence(~a(n))n � IR+ has a limit ~a10. It is clear that ~a0 is the greatest lower bound of (a(n))n � IR+. Thuswe have shown GnA! ` 8a1(0)�(PCM2)(a)! (GLB)(a)�:By this reduction we may replace (PCM2)(�uv) by (GLB)(�uv) in the assumption of prop.5.1.1.There is nothing lost (w.r.t to the rate of growth) in this reduction since in the other direction wehave GnA! +AC0;0{qf ` 8a1(0)�(GLB)(a)! (PCM2)(a)� :Let a1(0) be as above and a0 its greatest lower bound. Then a0 = limn!1 ~an. Using AC0;0{qf oneobtains (see section 4) a modulus of convergence and so a Cauchy modulus for (~a(n))n.5.3 �01{CA and �01{ACDe�nition 5.3.1 1) �01{CA(f1(0)) :� 9g18x0�gx =0 0$ 8y0(fxy =0 0)�:2) De�ne AC0 (f1(0); x0; y0; z0) :� 8~x �0 x9~y �0 y8~z �0 z�f ~x~y 6=0 0 _ f ~x~z =0 0�.AC0 can be expressed as a quanti�er{free formula in GnA! (see [15]).(Note that iteration of 8f1(0)(�01{CA(f)) yields CAar).In [16] we proved (using cor.2.6)Proposition 5.3.2 Let n � 1 and B0(u1; v� ; w) 2 L(GnA!) be a quanti�er-free formula whichcontains only u1; v� ; w free, where  � 2. Furthermore let �; t 2GnR! and � be as in thm.2.4.Then the following rule holds8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
GnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu��01{CA(�uv)! 9wB0(u; v; w)�) 9(eff:)� 2 GnR! such thatGnA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu8	��(	� sati�es the mon. funct.interpr.of 8x0; h19y0AC0 (�uv; x; y; hy)�! 9w � �u	� B0(u; v; w)�and in particularPRA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu9w � �u	B0(u; v; w);where 	 := �x0; h1: maxi<x+1 ��iti0h�� = �x0; h1: maxi<x+1(hi0)�.20



In the conclusion, �+b-AC can be replaced by ~�, where ~� is de�ned as in thm.2.4. If � = ;, thenb{AC can be omitted from the proof of the conclusion. If � � 1 and the types of the 9{quanti�ers in� are � 1, then GnA! +�+AC{qf may be replaced by E{GnA! +�+AC�;�{qf, where �; � are asin cor.2.6.A similar result holds for �01{AC(�uv), where�01{AC(f1(0)(0)(0)):� 8l0�8x09y08z0(flxyz =00)! 9g18x0; z0(flx(gx)z =0 0)�:5.4 The Bolzano{Weierstra� property for bounded sequences in IRd (forevery �xed d)We now consider the Bolzano{Weierstra� principle for sequences in [�1; 1]d � IRd. The restrictionto the special bound 1 is convenient but not essential: If (xn) � IRd is bounded by C > 0, wede�ne x0n := 1C � xn and apply the Bolzano{Weierstra� principle to this sequence. For simplicitywe formulate the Bolzano{ Weierstra� principle w.r.t. the maximum norm k � kmax. This of courseimplies the principle for the Euclidean norm k � kE since k � kE � pd � k � kmax.We start with the investigation of the following formulation of the Bolzano{Weierstra� principle:BW : 8(xn) � [�1; 1]d9x 2 [�1; 1]d8k0;m09n >0 m�kx� xnkmax � 1k + 1�;i.e. (xn) possesses a limit point x.Later on we discuss a second formulation which (relatively to GnA!) is slightly stronger than BW :BW+ : 8<: 8(xn) � [�1; 1]d9x 2 [�1; 1]d9f1�8n0(fn <0 f(n+ 1))^8k0�kx� xfkkmax � 1k+1��;i.e. (xn) has a subsequence (xfn) which converges (to x) with the modulus 1k+1 .Using our representation of [�1; 1] from section 3, the principle BW has the following form8x1(0)1 ; : : : ; x1(0)d 9a1; : : : ; ad �1 M8k0;m09n >0 m d̂i=1 �j~ai �IR gxinj �IR 1k + 1| {z }BW (x1(0)):� �;where M and y1 7! ~y are the constructions from our representation of [�1; 1] in section 3. We nowprove (�) G2A! +AC1;0{qf ` F� ! 8x1(0)1 ; : : : ; x1(0)d ��01{CA(�x)! BW (x)�;for a suitable � 2 G2R! :BW (x) is equivalent to(1) 9a1; : : : ; ad �1 M8k09n >0 k d̂i=1 �j~ai �IR gxinj �IR 1k + 1�which in turn is equivalent to(2) 9a1; : : : ; ad �1 M8k09n >0 k d̂i=1 �j~aik �Q (gxin)(k)j �Q 3k + 1�:21



Assume :(2), i.e.(3) 8a1; : : : ; ad �1 M9k08n >0 k d_i=1 �j~aik �Q (gxin)(k)j >Q 3k + 1�:Let � 2 G2R! be such thatG2A! ` 8x1(0)1 ; : : : ; x1(0)d 8l0; n0��xln =0 0$�n >0 �d+1d+1 (l)! dWi=1 j�d+1i (l)�Q (gxin)(�d+1d+1 (l))j >Q 3�d+1d+1 (l)+1 ��:�01{CA(�x) yields the existence of a function h such that(4) 8l01; : : : ; l0d; k0�hl1 : : : ldk =0 0$ 8n >0 k d_i=1 �jli �Q (gxin)(k)j >Q 3k + 1�:Using h, (3) has the form(5) 8a1; : : : ; ad �1 M9k0�h(~a1k; : : : ; ~adk; k) =0 0�:By �01{UB� (which follows from AC1;0{qf and F� by [15] (prop. 4.20)) we obtain(6) 9k08a1; : : : ; ad �1 M8m09k �0 k08n >0 k d_i=1 �j( gai;m)(k)�Q (gxin)(k)j >Q 3k + 1�and therefore (7) 9k08a1; : : : ; ad �1 M8m08n >0 k0 d_i=1 �j( gai;m)�IR gxinj >IR 1k0 + 1�:Since j gai; 3(m+ 1)�IR ~aij <IR 2m+1 (see the de�nition of y 7! ~y from section 3) it follows(8) 9k08a1; : : : ; ad �1 M8n >0 k0 d_i=1 �j ~ai �IR gxinj >IR 12(k0 + 1)�; i.e.(9) 9k08(a1; : : : ; ad) 2 [�1; 1]d8n >0 k0�ka� xnkmax > 12(k0 + 1)�:By applying this to a := x(k0 + 1) yields the contradiction kx(k0 + 1) � x(k0 + 1)kmax > 12(k0+1) ,which concludes the proof of (�).Remark 5.4.1 In the proof of (�) we used a combination of �01{CA(�g) and �01{UB� to obtain arestricted form �01{UB�jn of the extension of �01{UB� to �01{formulas:�01{UB�jn : 8<: 8f �1 s9n08k0A0(t0[f ]; n; k)!9n08f �1 s8m09n �0 n08k0A0(t[f;m]; n; k);22



where k does not occur in t[f ] and f does not occur in A0(0; 0; 0) and g1 is the only free variable inA0(0; 0; 0).�01{UB�jn follows by applying �01{CA to �n; k:tA0(a0; n0; k0), where tA0 is such thattA0(a0; n0; k0) =0 0$ A0(a0; n0; k0), and subsequent application of �01{UB�.�01{CA and �01{UB� do not imply the unrestricted form �01{UB� of �01{UB�jn:�01{UB� 8<: 8f �1 s9n08k0A0(f; n; k)!9n08f �1 s8m09n �0 n08k0A0((f;m); n; k)since a reduction of �01{UB� to �01{UB� would require a comprehension functional in f :(+) 9�8f1; n0(�fn =0 0$ 8k0A0(f; n; k)):In fact �01{UB� can easily be refuted by applying it to 8f �1 �x:19n08k0(fk = 0! fn = 0), whichleads to a contradiction. This reects the fact that we had to use F� to derive �01{UB�, which isincompatible with (+) since �+AC1;0{qf produces (see above) a non{majorizable functional, namely	f1 := 8<: minn[fn = 0]; if existent00; otherwise;whereas F� is true only in the model M! of all strongly majorizable functionals introduced in [2](see [15] for details).Next we prove(��) G2A! +AC0;0{qf ` 8x1(0)1 ; : : : ; x1(0)d ��01{IA(�x) ^ BW (x)! BW+(x)�for a suitable term � 2 G2R!, where�01{IA(f) :� 8<: 8l0�9y0(fl0y =0 0) ^ 8x0(9y(flxy = 0)! 9y(flx0y = 0))! 8x9y(flxy = 0)�:BW (x) implies the existence of a1; : : : ; ad �1 M such that(10) 8k;m9n > m d̂i=1 �j~ai(2(k + 1)(k + 2))�Q (gxin)(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �Q 1k + 1�:De�ne (for x1(0)1 ; : : : ; x1(0)d ; l01; : : : ; l0d)F (x; l; k;m; n) :��xn is the m{th element in (x(l))l such that dVi=1 �jli �Q (gxin)(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �Q 1k+1��:One easily veri�es that F (x; l; k;m; n) can be expressed in the form 9a0F0(x; l; k;m; n; a), where F0is a quanti�er{free formula in L(G2A!), which contains only x; l; k;m; n; a as free variables. Let ~� 2G2R! such that ~�(x; l; k;m; n; a) =0 0$ F0(x; l; k;m; n; a)23



and de�ne �(x; q;m; p) := ~�(x; �d+11 (q); : : : ; �d+1d+1(q);m; j1(p); j2(p)). �01{IA(�x) yields(11) 8<: 8l1; : : : ; ld; k�9n F (x; l; k; 0; n) ^ 8m�9nF (x; l; k;m; n)! 9nF (x; l; k;m0; n)�! 8m9nF (x; l; k;m; n)�:(10) and (11) imply(12) 8><>: 8k;m9n�xn is the m{th element of (x(l))l such thatdVi=1 �j~ai(2(k + 1)(k + 2))�Q (gxin)(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �Q 1k+1��:and therefore(13) 8><>: 8k9n�xn is the k{th element of (x(l))l such thatdVi=1 �j~ai(2(k + 1)(k + 2))�Q (gxin)(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �Q 1k+1��:By AC0;0{qf we obtain a function g1 such that(14) 8><>: 8k�x(gk) is the k{th element of (x(l))l such thatdVi=1 �j~ai(2(k + 1)(k + 2))�Q ( gxi(gk))(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �Q 1k+1��:We show (15) 8k(gk < g(k + 1)) :De�ne A0(xl; k) :� dVi=1 �j~ai(2(k + 1)(k + 2))�Q (fxil)(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �Q 1k+1�. Let l be such thatA0(xl; k + 1). Because ofj~ai(2(k + 1)(k + 2))�Q (fxil)(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �j~ai(2(k + 2)(k + 3))�Q (fxil)(2(k + 2)(k + 3))j+ 22(k+1)(k+2) A0(xl;k+1)�1k+2 + 22(k+1)(k+2) = 1k+1 ;this yields A0(xl; k). Thus the (k+1){th element xl such that A0(xl; k+1) is at least the (k+1){thelement such that A0(xl; k) and therefore occurs later in the sequence than the k-th element suchthat A0(xl; k), i.e. gk < g(k + 1).It remains to show(16) 8k d̂i=1 �j~ai �IR gxi(fk)j �IR 1k + 1�; where fk := g(2(k + 1)) :This follows since dVi=1 �j~ai(2(k + 1)(k + 2))�Q ( gxi(gk))(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j �Q 1k+1� impliesdVi=1 �j~ai �IR gxi(gk)j �IR 1k+1 + 22(k+1)(k+2)+1 � 2k+1�:(15) and (16) imply BW+(x) which concludes the proof of (��).24



Remark 5.4.2 One might ask why we did not use the following obvious proof of BW+(x) fromBW (x): Let a be such that 8k9n > k dVi=1 �j~ai �IR gxinj <IR 1k+1�. AC0;0{qf yields the existence ofa function g such that 8k(gk > k ^ dVi=1(j~ai �IR gxi(gk)j <IR 1k+1 )�: Now de�ne fk := g(k+1)(0). It isclear that f ful�ls BW+(x).The problem with this proof is that we cannot use our results from section 2 in the presence of theiteration functional �it (see [16] for more information in this point) which is needed to de�ne f as afunctional in g. To introduce the graph of �it by �01{IA and AC{qf does not help since this wouldrequire an application of �01{IA which involves (besides x) also g as a genuine function parameter.In contrast to this situation, our proof of BW (x) ! BW+(x) uses �01{IA only for a formula with(besides x) only k; ak as parameters. Since k (as a parameter) remains �xed throughout the induc-tion, a only occurs as the number parameter ak but not as genuine function parameter. Thisis the reason why we are able to construct a term � such that �01{IA(�x) ^ BW (x)! BW+(x).Using (�) and (��) we are now able to proveProposition 5.4.3 Let n � 2 and B0(u1; v� ; w) 2 L(GnA!) be a quanti�er{free formula whichcontains only u1; v� ; w free, where  � 2. Furthermore let �; t 2 GnR! and � be as in thm.2.4.Then for a suitable �0 2 GnR! the following rule holds8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
GnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�BW+(�uv)! 9wB0(u; v; w)�) 9(eff:)� 2 GnR! such thatGmax(n;3)A!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu8	��(	� sati�es the mon. funct.interpr. of8x0; h19y0AC0 (�0uv; x; y; hy))! 9w � �u	� B0(u; v; w)�and in particularPRA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu9w � �u	B0(u; v; w);where 	 := �x0; h1: maxi<x+1 ��iti0h�� = �x0; h1: maxi<x+1(hi0)�.In the conclusion, �+b-AC can be replaced by ~�, where ~� is de�ned as in thm.2.4. If � = ;, thenb{AC can be omitted from the proof of the conclusion. If � � 1 and the types of the 9{quanti�ers in� are � 1, then GnA! +�+AC{qf may be replaced by E{GnA! +�+AC�;�{qf, where �; � are asin cor.2.6.This results also holds (for a suitable �00 instead of �0) if instead of the single instance BW+(�uv),a sequence 8l0BW+(�uvl) of instances is used in the proof.Proof: By (�),(��) and the proof of prop.3.11 from [16] there are functionals '1; '2 2 G2R! suchthat G2A! +AC1;0{qf ` F� ! 8x��01{CA('1x) ^ �01{CA('2x)! BW+(x)�:Furthermore G2A! ` �01{CA( f1f2)! �01{CA(f1) ^ �01{CA(f2); where f1f2x0y0 =0 8<: f1(j2x; y); if j1x = 0f2(j2x; y); otherwise:25



Hence G2A!+AC1;0{qf ` F� ! 8x��01{CA('3x)! BW+(x)�; for a suitable '3 2 G2R! and thusGnA! +�+AC{qf ` F� ! 8u18v �� tu��01{CA('3(�uv))! 9w B0�:By the proof of theorem 4.21 from [15] we obtainGnA! + e�+ (�) + AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu��01{CA('3(�uv))! 9w B0�;where e� := f9Y ��� s8x�; z�A0(x; Y x; z) : 8x9y � sx8z�A0 2 �g;(�) :� 8n09Y � ��2(0); y1(0):y8�; ~y1(0); k0; ~z18n �0 n0� î<n(~zi � ~yki)! �k(~z; n) � �k(Y �~yk)�:Prop.5.3.2 (with �0 := e�[f(�)g) yields the conclusion of our proposition in GnA!i +�+(�)+ b{ACand so (since, again by the proof of theorem 4.21 from [15], G3A!i ` (�) and even G3A!i ` (~�)) inGmax(3;n)A!i +�+b{AC.This proof also extends to sequences 8l0BW+(�uvl) of instances of BW+ since by the reasoningabove such a sequence reduces to a suitable sequence 8l0�01{CA('uvl) of instances of �01{CA whichcan be reduced in turn to a single instance using coding (see [16] for this).5.5 The Arzel�a{Ascoli lemmaUnder the name `Arzel�a{Ascoli lemma' we understand (as in the literature on `reverse mathematics')the following proposition:Let (fl) � C[0; 1] be a sequence of functions10 which are equicontinuous and have a common bound,i.e. there exists a common modulus of uniform continuity ! for all fl and a bound C 2 IN such thatkflk1 � C. Then(i) (fl) possesses a limit point w.r.t. k � k1 which also has the modulus !, i.e.9f 2 C[0; 1]�8k08m9n >0 m�kf � fnk1 � 1k + 1� ^ f has modulus !�;(ii) there is a subsequence (fgl) of (fl) which converges with modulus 1k+1 .As in the case of the Bolzano{Weierstra� principle we deal �rst with (i). The sligthly strongerassertion (ii) can then be obtained from (i) using �01{IA(f) and AC0;0{qf analogously to our proofof BW+(x) from BW (x). For notational simplicity we may assume that C = 1. When formalizedin GnA! , the version (i) of the Arzel�a{Ascoli lemma has the form11A{A(f1(0)(0)(�) ; !1) :� �f(�) �1(0)(0) �l0; n0:M^8l0;m0; u0; v0� �013F (fl;m;u;v):�8a0F0(fl;m;u;v;a):�z }| {jqu�Q qvj �Q 1!(m) + 1 ! jfflu�IR fflvj �IR 1m+ 1 �! 9g �1(0) �n:M�8m;u; vF (g;m; u; v) ^ 8k9n >0 k(k�x1:g(x)IR � �x1:fn(x)IRk1 � 1k+1 )��:10The restriction to the unit interval [0; 1] is convenient for the following proofs but not essential.11g(x)IR denotes the continuation of g : [0; 1] \Q ! IR to [0; 1] which is de�nable in g and its modulus !.26



HereM; q and y1 7! ~y are the constructions from our representation of [0; 1]; [�1; 1] in section 3. Fornotational simplicity we omit in the following ~( ).A{A(f; !) is equivalent to12f(�) � l0; n0:M ^ 8l0;m0; u0; v0F (fl;m; u; v)! 9g �1(0) �n:M�8m;u; vF (g;m; u; v)^8k9n >0 k !(k)+1Vi=0 �jg( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)�Q fn( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)j �Q 5k+1��:Assume :A{A(f; !), i.e. f(�) � �l0; n0M ^ 8l;m; u; vF (fl;m; u; v) and(1) 8><>: 8g �1(0) �n:M�8m;u; v F (g;m; u; v)!9k8n�n >0 k ! !(k)+1Wi=0 �jg( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)�Q fn( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)j >Q 5k+1���:Let � be such that8l; k; n��(l0; k0; n0) =0 0$ �n > k ! !(k)+1_i=0 �j(l)i �Q fn( i!(k) + 1)IR(k)j >Q 5k + 1���:�01{CA(�0) (where �0in := �(j1i; j2i; n)) yields the existence of a function h such that8l; k�hlk =0 0$ 8n��(l; k; n) = 0��:Hence (2) 8><>: 8g; k�h(�i:g( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)(!(k) + 2); k) =0 0$8n >0 k !(k)+1Wi=0 �jg( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)�Q fn( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)j >Q 5k+1��:(1),(2) and �01{UB� yield (using the fact that g can be coded into a type{1{object by g0x0 :=g(j1x; j2x))(3)8><>: 9k08g0 �1 �x:M(j2x)8l0�8m;u; v; a � k0F0(�x; y:(g0; l)(j(x; y));m; u; v; a)!9k � k08n > k0 !(k)+1Wi=0 �j(�x; y:(g0; l)(j(x; y)))( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)�Q fn( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)j >Q 5k+1��;and therefore usingglmn := 8<: gmn; if m;n � l00; otherwise; and gl =1(0) �x; y:((gl)0; r)(j(x; y)) for r > j(l; l)(4) 8><>: 9k08g �1(0) �n:M8l0�8m;u; v; a � k0F0(gl;m; u; v; a)!9k � k08n > k0 !(k)+1Wi=0 �jgl( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)�Q fn( i!(k)+1 )IR(k)j >Q 5k+1��;12For better readability we write i!(k)+1 instead of its code.27



By putting g := fk0+1 and l0 := 3(c + 1), where c is the maximum of k0 + 1 and the codes of alli!(k)+1 for i � !(k) + 1 and k � k0, (4) yields the contradiction9k � k0 !(k)+1_i=0 �jfk0+1( i!(k) + 1)(k) �Q fk0+1( i!(k) + 1)(k)j >Q 5k + 1�:�0 can be de�ned as a functional � in f(�); !, where � 2 G2R!. Since the proof above can be carriedout in G3A!+AC1;0{qf13 (under the assumption of F� and �01{CA(�(f; !)) using prop. 4.20 from[15] ) we have shown thatG3A! +AC1;0{qf ` F� ! 8f1(0)(0); !1��01{CA(�(f; !))! A{A(f; !)�:Analogously to BW+ one de�nes a formalization A{A+(f; !) of the version (ii) of the Arzel�a{Ascolilemma. Similarly to the proof of BW (x)! BW+(x) one shows (using �01{IA(�(f; !)) for a suitable� 2 G2R! and AC0;0{qf) that A{A(f; !)! A{A+(f; !). Aanalogously to prop.5.4.3 one so obtainsProposition 5.5.1 For n � 3 proposition 5.4.3 holds with BW+(�uv) (resp. 8l0BW+(�uvl)) re-placed by A{A(�uv) or A{A+(�uv) (resp. 8l0A{A(�uvl) or 8l0A{A+(�uvl)).5.6 The existence of lim sup and lim inf for bounded sequences in IRDe�nition 5.6.1 a 2 IR is the lim sup of (xn) � IR i�(�) 8k0�8m9n >0 m(ja� xnj � 1k + 1) ^ 9l8j >0 l(xj � a+ 1k + 1)�:Remark 5.6.2 This de�nition of lim sup is equivalent to the following one:(��) a is the greatest limit point of (xn).The implication (�) ! (��) is trivial and can be proved e.g. in G2A!. The implication (��) ! (�)uses the Bolzano{Weierstra� principle.In the following we determine the rate of growth caused by the assertion of the existence of lim sup(for bounded sequences) in the sense of (�) and thus a fortiori in the sense of (��).We may restrict ourselves to sequences of rational numbers: Let x1(0) represent a sequence of realnumbers with 8n(jxnj �IR C). Then yn := cxn(n) represents a sequence of rational numbers which isbounded by C+1. Let a1 be the lim sup of (yn), then a also is the lim sup of x. Hence the existenceof lim supxn follows from the existence of lim sup yn. Furthermore we may assume that C = 1.The existence of lim sup for a sequence of rational numbers 2 [�1; 1] is formalized in GnA! (forn � 2) as follows:9 lim sup(x1) :� 9a18k0�8m9n >0 m(ja�IR �x(n)j �IR 1k + 1) ^ 9l8j >0 l(�x(j) �IR a+ 1k + 1)�;where �x(n) := maxQ(�1;minQ(xn; 1)). In the following we use the usual notation �xn instead of�x(n).13We have to work in G3A! instead of G2A! since we have used the functional �hifx = fx.28



We now show that 9 lim sup(x1) can be reduced to a purely arithmetical assertion L(x1) on x1 inproofs of 8u18v �� tu9wA0{sentences:L(x1) :� 8k9l >0 k8K �0 l9j8q; r �0 j 8m;n(K �0 m;n �0 l! jxmq �Q xnr j �Q 1k + 1| {z }L0(x;k;l;K;q;r):� );where xmq := maxQ(�xm; : : : ; �xm+q) (Note that L0 can be expressed as a quanti�er{free formula inGnA!).Lemma 5.6.3 1) G2A! `Mon(9k8l9K8j9q; r(l > k ! K � l ^ q; r � j ^ :L0).2) G2A! ` 8x1�9 lim sup(x)! L(x)�.3) G2A! ` 8x1�(L(x)s ! 9 lim sup(x)�.(The facts 1){3) combined with the results of section 2 imply that 9 lim sup(�uv) can be reducedto L(�uv) in proofs of sentences 8u18v �� tu9wA0, see prop. 5.6.4 below).4) G3A! +�02{IA ` 8x1L(x).Proof: 1) is obvious.2) By 9 lim sup(x1) there exists an a1 such that (1) 8k08m9n >0 m(ja�IR �xnj �IR 1k+1 ) and(2) 8k09l8j >0 l(�xj �IR a+ 1k+1 ): Assume :L(x), i.e. there exists a k0 such that(3) 8l > k09K � l8j9q; r � j9m;n�K � m;n � l ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1�:Applying (2) to 2k0 + 1 yields an u0 such that (4) 8j � u0(�xj �IR a + 12(k0+1) ): (3) applied tol := max0(k0; u0) + 1 provides a K0 with(5) K0 � u0 ^ 8j9q; r � j9m;n�K0 � m;n � u0 ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1�:(1) applied to k := 2k0 + 1 and m := K0 yields a d0 such that(6) d0 > K0 ^ �ja� �xd0 j � 12(k0 + 1)�:By (5) applied to j := d0 we obtain(7) 8<: K0 � u0 ^ d0 > K0 ^ �ja�IR �xd0 j � 12(k0+1)�^9q; r � d09m;n�K0 � m;n � u0 ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0+1�:Let q; r;m; n be such that(8) q; r � d0 ^K0 � m;n � u0 ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1 :29



Then xmq � �xd0 (6)� a� 12(k0+1) since m � K0 � d0 � m+ q. Analogously: xnr � a� 12(k0+1) . On theother hand, (4) implies xmq ; xnr � a+ 12(k0+1) . Thus jxmq �Q xnr j � 1k0+1 which contradicts (8).3) Let f; g be such that Ls is ful�lled, i.e.(�) 8<: 8k�fk > k ^ 8K � fk8q; r � gkK8m;n(K � m;n � fk ! jxmq �Q xnr j �Q 1k+1 )�:We may assume that f; g are monotone for otherwise we could de�nefMk := max0(f0; : : : ; fk); gMkK := max0 fgxy : x �0 k ^ y �0 Kg (fM ; gM can be de�ned in G1R!using �1 and �{abstraction). If f; g satisfy (�), then fM ; gM also satisfy (�).De�ne h(k) :=0 8<: min i[f(k) �0 i �0 f(k) + gk(fk) ^ �xi =Q xfkgk(fk)]; if existent00; otherwise:h can be de�ned in G2A! as a functional in f; g. The case `otherwise' does not occur since8m; q9i(m �0 i �0 m+ q ^ �xi =Q maxQ(�xm; : : : ; �xm+q)):By the de�nition of h we have (+) �xhk =Q xfkgk(fk) for all k. Assume thatm � k. By the monotonicityof f; g we obtain fm �0 fk ^ gm(fm) �0 gk(fm) �0 gk(fk): Hence (�) implies(1) jxfkgk(fm) �Q xfmgm(fm)j � 1k + 1 and (2) jxfkgk(fk) �Q xfkgk(fm)j � 1k + 1and therefore (3) jxfkgk(fk) �Q xfmgm(fm)j � 2k+1 : Thus for m; ~m � k we obtain(4) jxfmgm(fm) �Q xf ~mg ~m(f ~m)j � 4k + 1 :For ~h(k) := h(4(k+1)) this yields (5) 8k8m; ~m � k��x~hm�Q �x~h ~mj � 1k+1�: Hence for a :=1 �m0:�x~hmwe have ba =1 a, i.e. a represents the limit of the Cauchy sequence (�x~hm).Since ~h(k) = h(4(k + 1)) � f(4(k + 1)) (�)� 4(k + 1) > k, we obtain(6) 8k�~h(k) > k ^ j�x~hk �IR aj �IR 1k + 1�;i.e. a is a limit point of x. It remains to show that (7) 8k9l8j >0 l��xj �IR a+ 1k+1� :De�ne c(k) := g(4(k + 1); f(4(k + 1))). Then by (�)8q; r � c(k)�jxf(4(k+1))q �Q xf(4(k+1))r j � 14(k + 1)�and by (+) a(k) =Q xf(4(k+1))g(4(k+1);f(4(k+1))) and therefore8j � c(k)�jxf(4(k+1))j �Q a(k)j � 14(k + 1)�:30



Hence 8j � c(k)��xf(4(k+1))+j �Q a(k) + 14(k+1)� which implies8j � c(k) + f(4(k + 1))��xj �IR a+ 14(k + 1) + 1k + 1�:Thus (7) is satis�ed by l := c(2(k + 1)) + f(4(2k + 1) + 1).4) Assume :L(x), i.e. there exists a k0 such that(+) 8~l > k09K � ~l8j9q; r � j9m;n�K � m;n � ~l ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1�:We show (using �01{IA on l0): (++) :�8l �0 19i0� lth(i) = l ^ 8j < l�� 1�(i)j < (i)j+1� ^ 8j; j0 � l�� 1(j 6= j0 ! j�x(i)j �Q �x(i)j0 j > 1k0 + 1| {z }A0(i;l):� �:l = 1: Obvious. l 7! l + 1: By the induction hypothesis their exists an i which satis�es A0(i; l).Case 1: 8j � l�� 19a8b > a�j�xb �Q �x(i)j j > 1k0+1�.Then by the collection principle for �01-formulas �01{CP there exists an a0 such that8j � l�� 18b > a0�j�xb �Q �x(i)j j > 1k0 + 1�:Hence i0 := i � hmax0(a0; (i)l�� 1) + 1i satis�es A0(i0; l + 1).Case 2: : Case 1. Let us assume that �x(i)0 < : : : < �x(i)l�� 1 (If not we use a permutation of(i)0; : : : ; (i)l�� 1). Let j0 �0 l�� 1 be maximal such that(1) 8 ~m9n �0 ~m�j�xn �Q �x(i)j0 j � 1k0 + 1�:(The existence of j0 follows from the least number principle for �02{formulas �02{LNP: Let j1 be theleast number such that (l�� 1)�� j1 satis�es (1). Then j0 = (l�� 1)�� j1).The de�nition of j0 implies 8j � l�� 1�j > j0 ! 9a8b > a(j�xb �Q �x(i)j j > 1k0+1 )�: Hence (again by�01{CP) (2) 9a1 > j08j � l�� 1�j > j0 ! 8b > a1(j�xb �Q �x(i)j j > 1k0 + 1)�:Let c 2 IN be arbitrary. By (+) (applied to ~l := max0(k0; c) + 1) there exists a K1 such that(3) 8j9q; r � j9m;n�K1 � m;n � c; k0 ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1�:By (1) applied to ~m := K1 there exists a u � K1 such that j�xu �Q �x(i)j0 j � 1k0+1 .(3) applied to j := u yields q; r;m; n such that(5) q; r � u ^K1 � m;n � c; k0 ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1 ^ xmq ; xnr �Q �x(i)j0 � 1k0 + 131



(since m;n � u � m+ q; n+ r).Because of m;n � c; k0 this implies the existence of an � � c; k0 such that �x� > �x(i)j0 . Thus wehave shown (6) 8c9� �0 c; k0(�x� > �x(i)j0 ):For c := max0(a1; (i)l�� 1)+1 this yields the existence of an �1 > a1; (i)l�� 1; k0 such that �x�1 > �x(i)j0 .Let K�1 be (by (+)) such that(7) 8j9q; r � j9m;n�K�1 � m;n � �1(� a1; k0) ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1�:(6) applies to c := K�1 provides an �2 � K�1 such that �x�2 > �x(i)j0 . Hence (7) applied to j := �2yields q; r;m; n with(8) q; r � �2 ^K�1 � m;n � �1 ^ jxmq �Q xnr j > 1k0 + 1 ^ xmq ; xnr �Q �x�2 :Since m;n � �1 > a1; (i)l�� 1, (8) implies the existence of an �3 > (i)l�� 1; a1 such that(9) �x�3 >Q �x(i)j0 + 1k0 + 1 :Since �x(i)j � �x(i)j0 for j � j0, this implies (10) 8j � j0��x�3 >Q �x(i)j + 1k0+1�:Let j � l�� 1 be > j0. Then by (2) and �3 > a1: j�x�3 �Q �x(i)j j > 1k0+1 . Put together we have shown(11) �3 > (i)l�� 1 ^ 8j � l�� 1�j�x�3 �Q �x(i)j j > 1k0 + 1�:De�ne i0 := i � h�3i. Then A0(i; l) implies A0(i0; l + 1), which concludes the proof of (++).(++) applied to l := 2(k0 + 1) + 1 yields the existence of indices i0 < : : : < i2(k0+1)such that j�x(i)j�Q �x(i)j0 j > 1k0+1 for j; j0 � 2(k0+1)^j 6= j0, which contradicts 8j0(�1 �Q �xj �Q 1).Hence we have proved L(x). This proof has used �01{IA, �01{CP and �02{LNP. Since �02{LNP isequivalent to �02{IA (see [20]), and �01{CP follows from �02{IA by [19] (where CP is denoted by M),the proof above can be carried out in G3A!+�02{IA (these results from [19],[20] are proved there ina purely �rst{order context but immediately generalize to the case where function parameters arepresent).Proposition 5.6.4 Let n � 2 and B0(u1; v� ; w) 2 L(GnA!) be a quanti�er{free formula whichcontains only u1; v� ; w free, where  � 2. Furthermore let �; t 2 GnR! and � be as in thm.2.4.Then the following rule holds8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
GnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�9 lim sup(�uv)! 9wB0(u; v; w)�) 9(eff:)� 2 GnR! such thatGnA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu8	��(	� sati�es the mon. funct.interpr. ofthe negative translation L(�uv)0 of L(�uv)) ! 9w � �u	� B0(u; v; w)�and in particular 9	 2 T1 such thatPA!i +�+ b-AC ` 8u18v �� tu9w � 	u B0(u; v; w):32



where T1 is the restriction of G�odel's T which contains only the recursor R� for � � 1. TheAckermann function (but no functions having an essentially greater order of growth) can be de�nedin T1.In the conclusion, �+b-AC can be replaced by ~�, where ~� is de�ned as in thm.2.4. If � = ;, thenb{AC can be omitted from the proof of the conclusion. If � � 1 and the types of the 9{quanti�ers in� are � 1, then GnA! +�+AC{qf may be replaced by E{GnA! +�+AC�;�{qf, where �; � are asin cor.2.6.Proof: Prenexation of 8u18v �� tu�L(�uv)! 9wB0(u; v; w)� yieldsG :� 8u18v �� tu9k8l9K8j9q; r; w�(l > k ^ (K � l ^ q; r � j ! L0))! B0(u; v; w)�:Lemma 5.6.3.1) implies (1) G2A! `Mon(G):The assumption of the proposition combined with lemma 5.6.3.3) implies(2) GnA! +�+AC{qf ` 8u18v �� tu�L(�uv)S ! 9wB0(u; v; w)�and therefore (3) GnA! +�+AC{qf ` GH :Theorem 2.4 applied to (1) and (3) provides the extractability of a tuple ' 2 GnR! such that(4) GnA!i +�+ b-AC ` �' satis�es the monotone functional interpretation of G0�:G0 intuitionistically implies(5) 8u18v �� tu�L(�uv)0 ! ::9wB0(u; v; w)�:Hence from ' one obtains a term ~' 2 GnR! such that (provably in GnA!i +�+ b-AC)(6) 9 � ~' s{maj  ^ 8u18v �� tu8a�8b(L(�uv)0)D ! B0(u; v;  uva)��;where 9a8b�L(�uv)0�D is the usual functional interpretation of L(�uv)0.Let 	� satisfy the monotone functional interpretation of L(�uv)0 then(7) 9a�	� s{maj a ^ 8b�L(�uv)0�D�:Hence for such a tuple a we have(8) �u1: ~'u(t�u)	� s{maj  uva for v � tu(Use lemma 2.2.11 from [15]. t� in GnR! is a majorant for t).Since  � 2 this yields a �2 bound �u	� for  uva (lemma 2.2.11 from [15]).The second part of the proposition follows from lemma 5.6.3.4) and the fact that GnA! + �02{IAhas a monotone functional interpretation in PA!i by terms 2 T1 (By [20] �02{IA has a functionalinterpretation in T1. Since every term in T1 has a majorant in T1, also the monotone functionalinterpretation can be satis�ed in T1).Remark 5.6.5 By the theorem above the use of the analytical axiom 9 lim sup(�uv) in a given proofof 8u18v �� tu9wB0 can be reduced to the use of the arithmetical principle L(�uv). By lemma5.6.3.2) this reduction is optimal (relatively to G2A!).33
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